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ABSTRACT

PatchMaker is a network management tool that tracks and stores descriptions of physical
network patches in a database. Physical patches are cables that connect switches, patch panels, and
room ports. PatchMaker allows administrators to manage switch ports from multiple vendors
giving them the ability to enable/disable ports, make VLAN changes, and perform other switch
port functions through a common web front-end. Finally, PatchMaker aids in host management by
tracing network connections, identifying what kinds of devices are connected to the network, and
helping to troubleshoot physical network problems.

Introduction

Over the past year, the network/systems adminis-
trative group in the Department of Computer Science
at Princeton University has been putting together a
plan (along with a good bit of code) to ease the lives of
both the end-users and administrative staff. The many
goals laid out by the team revolve not only around
ease-of-use and happy end-users, but also around
issues such as security, resource accounting (and,
indeed, accountability), and administrative overhead.

PatchMaker was the first application of a suite of
software. Our goal in developing PatchMaker was to
integrate all the tools needed to deal with end-user
requests related to the network into a single web GUI
front-end. We wanted a system that would track physi-
cal patches, manage switch ports, track hosts, and be
extensible. Since the cost of buying enough switch
ports to connect all available ports on every wall box
would exceed our budget, we needed a simple way to
track patches from the wall boxes all the way back to
switch ports.

In the past, whenever a user changed locations
we would be required to move the original patch phys-
ically to another patch panel and, at the same time, to
update the cabling documentation. We wanted to
improve our turn-around time and respond faster to
user requests. PatchMaker allows an administrator to
locate a host quickly, find out what switch port it is
located on, and move the cable to its new location
without needing to trace the connection by hand.

The Department of Computer Science at Prince-
ton University has 1600+ CAT 5e RJ-45 ports located
throughout the building. Each room contains multi-
mode and single-mode fiber optic ports along with
RG6 for CATV. We are using two Foundry FastIron
1500 switches and an Alcatel OmniCore 5052 switch
to connect the bulk of the user ports throughout the
building. While most of the network connections

‘‘home run’’ back to a central machine room, we are
starting to maintain our networks in other neighboring
buildings, as we have run out of space in the original
five-floor building.

Keeping track of all the connections from the
room jacks, patch panels, and switches is very impor-
tant, since users and hardware are moving all the time.
Network administrators are constantly dealing with
end-user moves, adds, and changes. Having out-of-
date cabling documentation was always a problem and
it increased the time required for an administrator to
deal with end-user requests.

PatchMaker was built out of a need for a more
automated way of resolving problems at the physical
network layer. Prior to PatchMaker, system adminis-
trators manually entered changes reflecting patch addi-
tions, changes, and deletions into a database. The sys-
tem was often out-of-date. As a result, administrators
would eventually abandon the database altogether,
forcing us to perform audits twice a year to re-inven-
tory the location of all physical patches. In developing
a patch database system that was easy to keep updated,
and by adding tools to administer switches and to trace
switch connections, we have found that our adminis-
trators are now using the system more effectively.

Motivation For the Project

Documentation for physical network cabling is
essential in managing and troubleshooting a network.
Documentation done after the fact is often wrong or
out-of-date. In our previous system we would do a full
building audit of the cabling and hardware connected
to the network twice a year. We then would try to keep
the data current using a locally written PERL script.
Audits were very time consuming and often data was
out-of-date even before the audit was even completed.

Once the information was stored in a database,
administrators did not keep the patch information
updated. The system was used to track patches, but
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administrators had little incentive to use the system,
because in most cases it was faster to trace a patch by
hand than it was to use the database. Over the course
of several years we attempted to institute procedures
with the aim of encouraging administrators to main-
tain the system. We still failed to gain total compli-
ance, as administrators typically respond to emergen-
cies and to frequent experimentation by creating ad-
hoc patches that never get documented.

As the department grows, new technology
becomes available, systems administration tasks also
grow, so we needed to identify areas of our work that
could be automated, freeing up time to focus on other
tasks. The PatchMaker system was developed to solve
the problems we had with the previous system and to
add functionality that would make the system more
useful for other tasks related to network administra-
tion. The previous system’s principle failing was that
the data was not up-to-date. PatchMaker addresses this
problem by making data updates fast and easy, while
removing the previous ineffective system. The previ-
ous system only stored physical patches. PatchMaker
adds more tools and bundles the functionality needed
to complete the entire process in a single system, thus
making it more useful.

We could not find existing tools that incorpo-
rated all the things we wanted. One open source tool,
LANdb, did not fit our needs, as it only maintained a
database of patches, and did not do switch manage-
ment. The few commercial products that do exist are
focused on switch management and tend to be very
expensive. Other people we spoke with used a simple
database, but they experienced similar problems keep-
ing the data current.

While intelligent patch panels that totally auto-
mate the record keeping process exist, this was not a
viable solution for us since we already had an infra-
structure in place. It would have been expensive and
time consuming to swap out patch panels. Intelligent
patch panel systems usually log to a proprietary data-
base. Proprietary databases are often inflexible, and
using them makes it difficult to retrieve data for other
purposes. Also, at the time we were considering them,
intelligent patch panel manufacturers did not sell pan-
els rated for Category 6 cable. This would have been a
problem for us in the future.

What It Can Do

PatchMaker is a visual web GUI front-end to our
network. Incorporating three main tools needed to
make network changes, we created a tool that admin-
istrator ’s find useful and allows us to keep our cabling
documentation up-to-date. The first part of the system,
the network cabling documentation database, keeps
track of where all the cables are located end-to-end in
the building. The next part of the system is a switch
management interface that allows an administrator to
make changes on switch ports from multiple switch

vendors. The last part of the system is host and device
tracking and management.

PatchMaker allows an administrator to search for
a host or device in multiple ways to find its location in
the building. Using the built-in search tools, adminis-
trators can locate hosts by MAC addresses, hostnames,
or physical locations such as room numbers or patch
panels. Using a web interface an administrator can
trace a patch, receive information about what is con-
nected to a particular port, and make changes to
whichever switch port the host is using.

When debugging a network problem, there are
occasions when one suspects that the physical cabling
or switch ports are not functioning properly. To help
with this, PatchMaker will map the user’s wall box
location straight to the switch port and perform diag-
nostics remotely. PatchMaker is able to do this as the
patch panel database contains mappings that go from
the point the user plugs into the wall through interme-
diate patch panels to the end-point represented by a
port on a switch. A user who is not connected is not
generally happy. While simple solutions can some-
times be identified by the clients themselves, there are
other times when cabling, or even a switch port can be
faulty. In these cases, having the ability to map the
user ’s wall box location straight to the switch port, and
then remotely to perform diagnostics, is invaluable.
PatchMaker does rely on a host being connected in
order to locate it and gather information about the
host. If a host moves to a port that is not physically
wired to a switch port, there is no way of obtaining
host information or doing configuration on the port. In
this case, we would create a patch by hand.

In the course of normal network management, it
is sometimes necessary to make small changes or to
monitor ports: VLAN membership, link status,
resource allocation (protocol, TCP/UDP usage, IP
source and destination, bandwidth utilization). Patch-
Maker has the ability to configure ports from the
switch-side and allows an administrator to enable/dis-
able ports, change a port VLAN, or check the link sta-
tus and speed of a port. This allows the administrator
to quickly locate problems, identify hosts that may
have a security problem, and disable the port to which
a host is connected.

PatchMaker has a port-monitoring and alerts
interface with links to graphs showing MRTG and
Sflow (RFC 3176) data for the particular port. Using
PatchMaker, we can access multiple tools from a sin-
gle interface. For example, using SNMP and Sflow,
we graph port traffic, maintain a log of traffic protocol
data, detect sources of congestion, and manage quality
of service on the switches.

Implementation

PatchMaker was developed using open source
tools. It is written in PHP and DHTML. It uses PHP’s
database abstraction layer, courtesy of PEAR, and
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allows for a variety of database types to be used on the
backend. The database stores information about
patches, buildings, racks, and rooms. It contains map-
pings that stretch from the point where the user plugs
into the wall, through any intermediate patch-panels,
to an end point represented by a port on a device.
Switch information is stored in the database and
includes attributes such as port count, device name,
SNMP community strings, and switch slots. Image
information for devices, patch panels, port pictures,
and coordinates are stored in the database. An image
map for a new patch panel or switch can be added and
integrated into the new system in a matter of minutes.

Figure 1: Devices view of PatchMaker.

The application runs very fast, querying the
device, mostly via SNMP. The returned information is
saved temporarily so other sections or panels with
ports that patch to the same device can avoid re-query-
ing the same information. It is written to work with
various switches from different vendors, and plug-ins
can be easily written for nonstandard devices.

The application displays a graphical representa-
tion of the patch-panels and devices to a web browser.
The GUI lets the user search by building, rack, room,
Ethernet address, hostname, etc. The user can select
multiple patches and devices to view at the same time.
At quick glance, the user can determine patch and link
status by the color of the port image. Statistical infor-
mation about each port, such as patch point, port

speed, and VLAN can be viewed in the side-panel
when the cursor is placed over it. Clicking on a port
gives the user a context styled menu for enabling and
disabling, changing VLANs, adding and deleting
patches, changing rooms, as well as other commands.

PatchMaker incorporates links to other network
monitoring tools which use Sflow (RFC 3176) and
NetFlow to monitor our Foundry and Cisco switches,
respectively, and gather port statistics. We also use
SNMP to monitor traffic load on the switches and
include links to MRTG (Multi Router Traffic Grapher)
to display graphical images of the network traffic.

Even with some automation efforts, it is still nec-
essary to enter patch information into the database. We
have, nevertheless, built-in checks that watch for
patches that have not been properly entered in the
database. Figure 1 shows a device view in Patch-
Maker. In the figure, unidentified ports are marked
with a black ‘X’ across the port. This allows an
administrator to quickly identify ports that have
patches, but are missing an end-point record. The sys-
tem allows an administrator to know if a patch they
are making is already defined in the database, and then
it prompts them to update the database without having
to remove the old patch. Figure 3 shows all the options
that can be performed on a port. PatchMaker allows an
administrator to perform switch port tasks like
enable/disable ports, change VLAN, or port speed no
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Figure 3: Patch Panel view with a drop down menu that shows all the options that can be performed on a port.

Figure 2: Basic network cabling diagram.

matter what view you are in. Most network manage-
ment tools give an administrator a switch view and
allows for management of the switch from only this
view. In PatchMaker if you view only the patch panels
you can still change the switch port to which the patch
panels connect to. Figure 4 shows a building room
search and displays both the switch and patch panel
information with an option to select a patch to view
more information such as connected hosts. Figure 5
shows how you can display multiple devices and patch
panels at the same time.

PatchMaker can handle more complex cabling
infrastructures, including network closets and multiple

cross connects, but Figure 2 illustrates a basic cabling
diagram. In this diagram, a switch port is connected to
a patch panel, then to a wall box, and finally to a host
or other device. On the one hand, it is relatively sim-
ple to discover what host or device is on a particular
switch port using switch management tools. On the
other hand, information about which patch panel is
used, and what wall box connections exist between the
switch and the host, can only be discovered by hand
tracing the connection or by keeping the patch docu-
mentation current. As long as patch panels and wall
boxes are passive devices and do not signal their pres-
ence, this limitation is inherent.
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Future Enhancements

While PatchMaker is very useful to us, there are
a few features we would like to add over time. In
order for us to release this as a package so others can
use it, we plan to write a GUI creation tool that would
be used to set up patch panels and switch images in a
drag and drop style with a small set of available
images. We also would like to enhance user authenti-
cation to allow finer-grained control of user privilege
levels. Other features we are working on include
switch configuration file management, quality of ser-
vice or rate limiting management, security access con-
trol list management, and change logging on the sys-
tem and user levels.

Figure 4: This image shows a search by room number. This shows the switch slot, port, and also the patch panel.
You also can see more information about what is connected to a port by clicking the View Host button.

Conclusions

The system was built out of a need for a more
automated way of resolving problems at the physical
network layer. Prior to PatchMaker, system adminis-
trators manually entered changes reflecting patch
additions, changes, and deletions into a database. The
system was always out-of-date. As a result, adminis-
trators would eventually abandon the database alto-
gether, forcing us to perform audits twice a year to re-
inventory the location of all physical patches. In
developing a patch database system that was easy to

keep updated, and by adding tools to administer
switches and to trace switch connections, we found
our administrators are using the system.

Since the system went into production, we have
reduced user downtime and also reduced the time
spent by administrators in dealing with network-
related problems. We also decreased our response time
in dealing with hosts that become compromised by a
virus or trojan. We are able to disable the port and to
take corrective actions on the hosts before the situa-
tion worsens. The search functionality also allows us
to track hardware as it moves from room to room
around the department. Our goal in creating the sys-
tem was to build a tool that others could use and
quickly deploy in their own environments.

Availability

PatchMaker will be released under GNU Public
License (GPL) and will be made available at: http://www.
cs.princeton.edu/patchmaker . To request more infor-
mation about PatchMaker please send email to patch-
maker@lists.cs.princeton.edu . We expect to release a
public version of PatchMaker in November, 2004.
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